It is a matter of concern that most contemporary academic psychology focuses on cognition rather than on the emotions. Professor Jenkins reviews the putatively bene-®cial effect of Mozart's music on spatial ability. However 316
Sarajevo, S Ï vejk asked who from his comrades of the same name had been killed. This event marked the beginning of S Ï vejk's role as a`good soldier'. He was absurdly obedient and his absurdity was destructive and in reality antimilitaristic. His philosophy toward the war was excellently described in the movie version: in a ®erce battle, S Ï vejk shouted,`For Heaven's sake, don't shoot: there are people here!'.
In the context of the war, Has Ïek described in masterly fashion the individual personalities, their philosophies (mostly ridiculous), their weaknesses, their questionable moral standards, their low level of education as well as their place in the social structure of the Austrian army. He was unmerciful to all military personsÐincluding generals and even the Emperor. He made fun of all military nonsense, contraventions, demagogy. All this was well interpreted by a Czech citizen who felt the same but was unable or afraid to speak up. The imperial machinery was well aware of this socially pathogenic ideology but was defenceless. It was an antimilitaristic philosophyÐa philosophy of absurdities against which all weapons only multiplied its hidden signi®cance and impact. The popularity of Has Ïek's S Ï vejk increased by the way how S Ï vejk presented himself. He was certainly not a dimwitted soldier even though his role appeared in many conditions as such. An insigni®cant Czech citizen began to identify with S Ï vejk, and accepted his philosophy with pleasure and humour even after the war ended.
Second to the antimilitaristic ideology S Ï vejk became an ideal critic of all administrative absurdities, whether in war or in peace. He symbolized the contrast between a singleminded citizen with his lifestyle at the beginning of the century and the administrative hierarchy and state power. It is true that S Ï vejk sometimes exceeds the conventional social algorithms but he does it with unexpected acts which make fun of the bombastic dignity of those in power.
Has Ïek had put a third accent on what was lacking in the literature of his time. It was a light humour, fully comprehensible to all readers and enabling them to take their fate more easily.`Nothing is basically important.' His good-hearted simple-mindedness is deceptive. He knows how to penetrate the concealed problems of society and lifts the way from even most closely guarded taboos', writes one`S Ï vejkologist' Radko Pytlõ Âk. S Ï vejk's humour has been valid under both Nazism and communism. It is still valid today in conditions where common sense is lacking. S Ï vejk is certainly not a psychotic person. His philosophy is most easy to understand in certain geopolitical structures. It is an`ism'. Not s Ïvejkosis but s Ïvejkism. 
BCG immunotherapy for super®cial bladder cancer
Mr Lockyer and Mr Gillatt (March 2001 JRSM, pp. 119± 123) refer to the importance of ®bronectin in promoting adhesion of BCG to bladder tumour cells. The basic mechanism is likely to be the same for all types of BCG, since all are ultimately derived from the original developed at the Pasteur Institute. According to some reports, response rates are adversely affected by medications that interfere with clotting 1 .
I am surprised that Lockyer and Gillatt ask their patients to retain intravesically administered BCG for only one hour. The manufacturers of Tice BCG (widely used in the UK as a 12.5 mg preparation) recommend two hours. Whilst some patients with irritative lower urinary tract symptoms will be unable to retain the preparation for so long, clinicians should bear in mind that the immunotherapeutic response depends at least partly on the time available for BCG to adhere to the bladder mucosa. Our patients who showed a decrease in epileptiform activity were either in status epilepticus or in coma, so the easy explanation that they`enjoyed' the music, proposed for other examples of the Mozart effect, should not apply. As Professor Jenkins points out, we have found a longlasting periodicity in the power of Mozart's music, seen also with JS Bach and his son JC Bach. Furthermore we have just analysed the melodic line and ®nd that Mozart repeats his melodic line far more frequently than other well-known composers, but often in an ingenious manner reversing the notes. We feel that periodicity is the key or secret here and characterizes many brain and bodily functions.
no-one doubts that civilized music bene®cially affects the emotions too. So an important unanswered question arises: does uncivilized music adversely affect our emotions? I write as a cyclist who for 50 years has narrowly escaped death at the hands of London's motorists. My experience is that (those few) motorists listening to Mozart are a more docile safe lot than those listening to loud pop music. The causal nexus could lie in either direction, but might some`road rage' be due to an overdose of pop music? It would be interesting to play loud music to motorists in a driving simulator. Would the music induce them to be even more willing to mow down the odd cyclist?
William H James . .had to come ®rst'. The prospectus for thè reforms' was indeed titled`Working for patients', but practically all doctors and nurses knew well that for the past forty years that is what they and their predecessors had been doing or trying to do. The prospectus was so named in order to disguise the intent of the changesÐnamely, by privatization to relieve the State of much of the burden of maintaining a health service. Not all doctors perceived this at the time: some were persuaded by the prospect of advancement to give their enthusiastic support; others were glad of the opportunity to make money offered by the encouragement of private practice; others were so much terri®ed by the power of management that they abandoned their role as patients' advocates; many others had by then had enough, and just gave up the struggle. Meanwhile, the advance of Thatcherism persuaded many in this country that there was indeed`no such thing as society', and many others that the highest good was to be found in the accumulation of money. In the National Health Service, these changes, together with the subordination of the clinical to the managerial ethos, seriously damaged the standard of service offered to patients. Prospects for managers and for`chief executives' in particular have, in contrast, greatly been improved.
Sir Donald and his colleagues must, I think, recognize that improvement in the quality of the service offered to patients will not be achieved by further regulation or by the creation of a new regulatory body every time something goes wrong. It will be achieved only when the primacy of the clinical ethos is restored, when doctors learn again to regulate the conduct of their affairs, when undergraduate teaching and graduate training are reformed, and when management is restored to its proper role of facilitating clinical objectives. It may well be impossible to achieve all this within the Health Service as at present constituted, just as it is now plainly impossible to restore the ef®cient operation of the railways without radical reform of their administrative structure. Mr Gordon and his colleagues describe mastectomy with areola preservation (NEAT) in carefully selected cases, and point out the advantage of areola preservation for the patient (April 2001 JRSM, pp. 185±186). However, preservation of the outer nipple can further improve cosmesis without compromising oncological principles.
Experience with total duct excision has shown that a demarcation exists between the outer dermo-®bromuscular covering of the nipple and the central duct core. This plane may be utilized to remove the apex of the nipple containing the duct ori®ces, together with the central duct core, while preserving the outer nipple. This operation, designated core nipple duct excision', is readily combined with mastectomy. It leaves a diminished (but much appreciated by the patient) nipple in continuity with the areola.
The details of the operation and the relevant oncological considerations have been described fully 1 . Case 3 in Gordon's paper would be eminently suited to this procedure, as would all cases where low-grade cancer is reasonably distanced from the nipple ducts, as required for the NEAT operation. In the JRSM last year, Sir David Weatherall 1 expressed concern about the narrow education of young people who enter medical school. One aspect is the possibility that they have chosen the wrong career and will eventually drop out. The decision to study medicine is in¯uenced by parents, teachers, friends or society. Many applicants do not
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